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Cash for Work for Removing Rubble from 90 Houses and Main Streets in Old 

City-West Mosul Ninawa Governorate Iraq. 

Please use the locked Excel version BOQ (Mandatory) and submit both (signed 

and stamped PDF version and the locked Excel version) with your offers 

Please note that submitting an Unlocked Excel BOQ may lead to your 

disqualification 

Questions Answers 

1. What is the period of the project?  

2. Can we extension it? 

1. The actual period of the project is 45 

working days 
2. we cannot extension this period. 

1. Who will choose the workers?  
2. Who will pay for them?  

3. Is the salary for the workers fixed? 

3. The UNDP Livelihood Team is responsible 
for the whole process of choosing the 

workers and will coordinate with the 
contractor on payments.  

4. The contractor will pay to the workers on 

weekly basis. 
5. A fixed salary of USD 20 per day for 

workers and USD 22 per day for work 
monitors.  

What are the main neighborhoods of the project? There will be 3 main areas of rubble removal: 
1. Ahmadiya, Khatunia, Manqusha and Nabi 

Jarjees. 

2. Khazraj and Mayasaa. 
3. Mansuria and Sheikh Abo Al Ola. 

What did the main streets mean? It means the streets surrounding the houses that 
we will work on them, means the main street and 

the inside area of houses. 

When this project is expected for award?  The evaluation and award process takes in 
general 2 months, we hope this project can be 

award earlier. 

How did you evaluate these quantities and how 

you evaluate the machineries? 

We evaluate this BoQ according to the Amount of 

Rubble, which it measured by cubic meter and 
according to that we estimate the machineries 

and everything in the BoQ. 

Do you think the machineries will be enough to 

complete the work?  

Yes, we consider the required machineries as per 

BOQ are enough to complete this project, based 
on UNDP long experience in this field. 

 


